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Die casting  

Die casting is a very commonly used type of permanent mold casting process. It is 
used for producing many components of home appliances (e.g rice cookers, stoves, 

fans, washing and drying machines, fridges), motors, toys and hand-tools. Surface 

finish and tolerance of die cast parts is so good that there is almost no post-
processing required. Die casting molds are expensive, and require significant lead 

time to fabricate; they are commonly called dies. There are two common types of 

die casting: hot- and cold-chamber die casting. 

HOT CHAMBER DIE CASTING 

 In a hot chamber process (used for Zinc alloys, magnesium) the pressure chamber 

connected to the die cavity is filled permanently in the molten metal. The basic 

cycle of operation is as follows: 

(i) die is closed and gooseneck cylinder is filled with molten metal;  
(ii) plunger pushes molten metal through gooseneck passage and nozzle and into 

the die cavity; metal is held under pressure until it solidifies;  

(iii) die opens and cores, if any, are retracted; casting stays in ejector die; plunger 
returns, pulling molten metal back through nozzle and gooseneck;   

(iv) ejector pins push casting out of ejector die. As plunger uncovers inlet hole, 

molten metal refills gooseneck cylinder. The hot chamber process is 17 used 

for metals that (a) have low melting points and (b) do not alloy with the die 

material, steel; common examples are tin, zinc, and lead.  

 



COLD CHAMBER DIE CASTING 

In a cold chamber process, the molten metal is poured into the cold chamber in 

each cycle. The operating cycle is  

(i) Die is closed and molten metal is ladled into the cold chamber cylinder;  

(ii) plunger pushes molten metal into die cavity; the metal is held under high 

pressure until it solidifies;  
(iii) die opens and plunger follows to push the solidified slug from the cylinder, if 

there are cores, they are retracted away;  

(iv) ejector pins push casting off ejector die and plunger returns to original 
position. This process is particularly useful for high melting point metals such 

as Aluminum, and Copper (and its alloys). 

 
 

 
 

 

Air-blown or Goose-neck Machine  
This machine differs from the hot-chamber machine in that it makes use of 
compressed air to force the liquid into the dies. Since the bottle has a goose-neck 

shape, it can be tilted about trunnions from the air-blowing position to the filling 

position and vice versa. The metal can thus be simply filled into the bottle. The air-
blown machine is much simpler in operation and construction than the plunger 

type as it has no moving parts. However, it requires greater attention from the 

operator since the work is mostly manual. It is being largely replaced by the hot 

chamber machine which currently records a much higher rate of production and is 
favoured primarily because of its easy adaptability to mass production. 

 
 



 
 
 

ADVANTAGES OF DIE CASTING OVER SAND CASTING  

1) Die casting requires less floor space in comparison to sand casting.  

2) It helps in providing precision dimensional control with a subsequent reduction 

in machining cost.  

3) It provides greater improved surface finish.  
4) Thin section of complex shape can be produced in die casting.  

5) More true shape can be produced with close tolerance in die casting.   

6) Castings produced by die casting are usually less defective. 

7) It produces more sound casting than sand casting.  
8) It is very quick process.  

9) Its rate of production is high as much as 800 casting / hour. 

 

S.No  Permanent Mould Castings Die Casting 

1 Permanent mould casting are less 

costly 

Die casting dies are costly 

2 It requires some more floor area in 
comparison to die casting 

It requires less floor area 

3 It gives good surface finishing It gives very fine surface finishing 

4 It requires less skill It requires skill in maintenance of die 
or mould 

5 Production rate is good Production rate is very high 

6 It has high dimensional accuracies It also have very high dimensional 
Accuracies 

7 This is suitable for small medium 

sized nonferrous 

There is a limited scope of non- 

ferrous alloys and it is used for small 

sizes of Castings 



8 Initial cost is high hence it is used 

for large production 

Initial cost is also high hence used for 

large production 

9 Several defects like stress, surface 

hardness may be produced due to 
surface chilling effect 

This phenomenon may also occur in 

this case. 

 


